HOW AND WHEN SOCIALLY ENTREPRENEURIAL NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS BENEFIT FROM ADOPTING SOCIAL ALLIANCE
MANAGEMENT ROUTINES TO MANAGE SOCIAL ALLIANCES
ABSTRACT
Social alliance is defined as the collaboration between for-profit and nonprofit organizations.
Building on the insights derived from the resource-based theory, we develop a conceptual
framework to explain how socially entrepreneurial nonprofit organizations (SENPOs) can
improve their social alliance performance by adopting strategic alliance management routines.
We test our framework using the data collected from 203 UK-based SENPOs in the context
of cause-related marketing campaign-derived social alliances. Our results confirm a positive
relationship between social alliance management routines and social alliance performance.
We also find that relational mechanisms, such as mutual trust, relational embeddedness, and
relational commitment, mediate the relationship between social alliance management routines
and social alliance performance. Moreover, our findings suggest that different types of social
alliance motivation can influence the impact of social alliance management routines on
different types of the relational mechanisms. In general, we demonstrate that SENPOs can
benefit from adopting social alliance management routines and, in addition, highlight how
and when the social alliance management routines-social alliance performance relationship
might be shaped. Our study offers important academic and managerial implications, and
points out future research directions.
Keywords: Social Enterprise; Nonprofit Organization; Social Alliance; Relational
Mechanisms; Strategic Alliance; Cause-related Marketing Campaign.
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INTRODUCTION
The extensive use of firm-firm-based strategic alliance in many industries (Lavie et al.,
2012; Schilke and Goerzen, 2010) also inspires the proliferation of social alliance (SA,
thereafter) in cause-related marketing campaigns. Such SA employs marketing techniques to
disseminate firms’ corporate social responsibility performance (Lafferty and Goldsmith, 2005;
Liu and Ko, 2011a; Varadarajan and Menon, 1988). Herein, we define SA as the
collaboration between the socially entrepreneurial nonprofit organization (SENPO) and the
firmi. The extant SA literature documents that organizational differences cause the growing
tensions and conflicts in the SA relationships that undermine SA parties’ willingness to
collaborate, thereby reducing overall SA performance (e.g. Andreasen, 1996; Liston-Heyes
and Liu, 2013; Selsky and Parker, 2005). The superior SA performance not only helps SA
parties to extract more benefits from SA, but also benefits society at large (Austin and
Seitanidi, 2012a; b; Samu and Wymer, 2001; 2013), because a large portion of SA-generated
benefits will be used to support certain social causes (mainly via SENPO) in society (Adkins,
1999; Berger et al., 2004). To overcome organizational differences and improve SA
performance, extant literature offers some important managerial ideas on how to manage SA
more effectively. These include establishing better communication (Liston-Heyes and Liu,
2013), focussing on realistic goals/expectations (e.g. Runté et al., 2009), developing better
understanding of the interactions between the two entities (e.g. Samu and Wymer, 2001), and
others (e.g. Abzug and Webb, 1999; Austin and Seitanidi, 2012a; b), to offset organizational
differences between SENPOs and firms, thus leading to more effective SA performance.
A careful review of this literature, however, identifies several significant gaps. First,
according to the resource-based theory, alliance management routines comprise a set of
specific organizational routines through which the organization can systematically manage
firm-firm based alliance relationships to overcome organizational differences (Heimeriks and
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Duysters, 2007; Schilke and Goerzen, 2010). Despite acknowledgement of the importance of
managing the SA relationship systematically (e.g. Liu and Ko, 2011a; Samu and Wymer,
2013; Simpson et al., 2011), whether alliance management routines in the SA context (SA
management routines, thereafter) can also impact on SA performance remains unresolved and
underexplored due to a recognition that different sets of management tools may be required to
manage the SA relationship (e.g. Selsky and Parker, 2005).
Second, the extent of the logic of the RBT posits that organizations’ many valuable
resources reside in their relationships with other organizations (Barney et al., 2011; Dyer and
Singh, 1998; Li et al., 2010). Relational mechanisms capture the partners’ behaviors and
interactions over the course of the alliance, and reflect partners’ abilities to exploit the
resources in the interorganizational relationship (Kale and Singh, 2007; Kale et al., 2000;
Lavie et al., 2012). We differentiate three types of relational mechanism - mutual trust,
relational embeddedness, and relational commitment (Lavie et al., 2012). Although existing
literature suggests the strong association between relational mechanisms and alliance
management (e.g. Dyer and Singh, 1998; McEvily and Marcus, 2005), the issue of the roles
that various relational mechanisms play in the alliance management routines-alliance
performance relationship remains unclear.
Third, prior studies show that SENPOs’ motives to enter alliance relationships with
firms (“SA motivations”, thereafter) strongly influence how SENPOs deal with the
challenges and issues related to the SA relationship, which affects how resources are
allocated to support their actions (Austin, 2000; Berger et al., 2004; Liston-Heyes and Liu,
2010). Despite this, however, to the best of the authors’ knowledge no study has examined
the effects of different SA motivations. Based on a careful review of relevant SA literature,
we distinguish two types of SA motivation: SA benefits-exploiting motive and SA
relationship-building motive. Subsequently it remains unclear whether the SA benefits3

exploiting motive or the SA relationship-building motive plays a more salient role in the
SENPOs’ approach toward the SA relationship management.
Building on the RBT (Barney et al., 2011), we develop a framework (see Figure 1) to
explain the effects of SA management routines on SA performance through relational
mechanisms, which are influenced by SA motivations. We examine our framework by
analyzing data collected from 203 UK-based SENPOs. Our results contribute to the RBT in
several ways. Firstly, we advance research on alliance management by capturing
organizational routines that help to manage the SA relationship systematically, and provide
SENPOs with justification for an active commitment to SA management routines. Second,
we contribute to relational mechanisms research in the context of alliance management by
studying the role played by various relational mechanisms in SA management and revealing
the underlying processes by which SA management routines contribute to SA performance.
Finally, our distinction between the SA benefits-exploiting motive and the SA relationshipbuilding motive has implications for alliance management literature in identifying the
boundary conditions under which the effects of SA management routines on different types
of relational mechanisms are amplified or attenuated.
“Insert Figure 1 about Here”

RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
Organizational Differences and Social Alliance Management Routines
Social entrepreneurship is the act of recognizing and pursuing opportunities to solve
social and environmental problems through value creation (Liu et al., 2015; Peredo and
McLean, 2006). Scholars characterize SENPOs as nonprofit organizations that employ social
entrepreneurship to adopt innovation, marketing orientation, and sociality to address social
and environmental challenges (Weerawardena and Mort, 2012). The formation of SAs
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involves a firm making cash contributions to a SENPO in exchange for the right to associate
itself with that SENPO and the cause represented by that nonprofit organization (Lafferty et
al., 2004; Liu and Ko, 2011a). As a consequence, the firm can then use its association with
the SENPO to influence public opinion about itself (Berger et al., 2004; Varadarajan and
Menon, 1988). From the perspective of SENPOs, the establishment of a SA leads not only to
the cash contributions that they desperately need to further their social mission but also to
other benefits such as business knowledge, volunteers, network relationships and so on,
which can help them to improve their competitiveness within the sector (Adkins, 1999;
Andreasen, 1996; Liu and Ko, 2011a).
While there are many benefits for SENPOs through collaborating with firms by
forming SAs, prior studies also identify the challenges that SENPO managers can face in
managing such a cross-sector relationship (e.g. Austin and Seitanidi, 2012b; Berger et al.,
2004; Simpson et al., 2011). A close examination of these studies reveals that these
challenges mainly emerge from the organizational differences that exist among the alliance
partners from different sectors (Andreasen, 1996; Selsky and Parker, 2005; Simpson et al.,
2011). More specifically, when establishing SA relationships, managers from different SA
parties are motivated by different objectives and tend to direct their attention to different
issues when managing the alliance operations and relationships (Berger et al., 2004; Samu
and Wymer, 2001; Simpson et al., 2011; Wymer and Samu, 2003). This is particularly true in
the SENPO-firm alliance. For example, SENPOs often demand that the majority of resources
should be assigned to furthering their social mission, while firms naturally want to allocate
more resources to activities that are consistent with their commercial agendas (Liston-Heyes
and Liu, 2013; Liu and Ko, 2011a; Runté et al., 2009). The SENPO staff tend to have a lower
level of tolerance for the risks necessary to accomplish the alliance objectives, in comparison
with firms’ staff (Liston-Heyes and Liu, 2013; Runté et al., 2009). Andreasen and
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Drumwright (2001) suggest that organizational differences between SENPOs and firms could
lead to differences in the propensity for opportunism on the one hand and wariness on the
other, and so create obstacles to closer collaboration. To address multiple issues that may
arise because of organizational differences, certain scholars have implicitly advocated that
SENPOs should adopt alliance management techniques used by firms (to handle firm-firm
based strategic alliance) to systematically manage SA relationships (e.g. Liu and Ko, 2011a;
Samu and Wymer, 2013). However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has empirically
examined how the alliance management approach in the SA setting can affect SA
performance. To address this deficiency in the literature, we build on the RBT (Barney et al.,
2011) to develop a framework (Figure 1) that examines how and when SA management
routines affect SA performance in cause-related marketing campaign driven SA.

SA Management Routines and SA performance
The RBT posits that the possession of valuable organizational resources is a source of
firms’ competitive advantage. According to the RBT, organizational routines – rule-based
behavioral patterns for interdependent corporate activities and operational processes – can be
valuable organizational resources (Barney et al., 2011; Grant, 1991). The theory emphasizes
that employing a specific set of organizational routines allows the organization to perform
certain tasks that result in superior performance in different types of strategic activity (Black
and Boal, 1994; Grant, 1991). In the realm of alliance management, alliance management
routines reflect a specific set of organizational routines that enables alliance partners to
manage the dynamics within the alliance relationship systematically (Draulans et al., 2003;
Heimeriks and Duysters, 2007; Schilke and Goerzen, 2010). We focus on five specific
alliance management routines - interorganizational coordination, alliance portfolio
coordination,

interorganizational

learning,
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alliance

pro-activeness

and,

alliance

transformation. Herein, we argue that the SENPOs can adopt these management routines in
the SA context (SA management routines) to improve the dynamic interactions between
SENPOs and firms because such routines support the systematic and effective management
of the SA relationship.
More specifically, interorganizational coordination represents the process of aligning
objectives and activities among the alliance partners (Schilke, 2014; Schilke and Goerzen,
2010). SENPOs and firms have different organizational objectives. Adopting the routines that
reflect interorganizational coordination activities will enable SENPOs and firms to align their
organizational objectives and activities to overcome organizational differences and improve
collaboration. Alliance portfolio coordination deals with the process of creating synergy
through integrating the alliance partners (Schilke, 2014). A lack of synergy is often reported
between SENPOs and firms (Abzug and Webb, 1999; Simpson et al., 2011). We argue that
the SENPOs’ adoption of routines that reflect alliance portfolio coordination will enable each
SENPO to deal with these potential conflicts resulting from organizational differences,
thereby restoring synergy. Interorganizational learning refers to the transfer of knowledge
across organizational boundaries during the course of the alliance (Schilke, 2014; Schilke and
Goerzen, 2010). Organizations’ routines for learning from each other during the course of an
alliance also play a critical role in SAs (Liu and Ko, 2011b; Samu and Wymer, 2001). We
argue that SENPOs’ adoption of interorganizational learning routines can help both parties to
work together regardless of organizational differences, which will positively impact on SA
performance.
Alliance pro-activeness reflects the sensing routines that allow organizations to
identify potentially valuable partner opportunities (Schilke, 2014; Schilke and Goerzen,
2010). Such routines of sensing new business opportunities and identifying appropriate
partners for SAs have a significant impact on the performance of such alliances (Austin and
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Seitanidi, 2012a; b; Samu and Wymer, 2001). SENPOs’ adoption of alliance proactiveness
routines can enable them to detect potential valuable SA partnership opportunities, which
allows the SENPO and the firm to collaborate regardless of organizational differences. Lastly,
alliance transformation represents the routines for managing the modifications among the
alliance partners to establish cooperation within the alliance relationship (Schilke, 2014;
Schilke and Goerzen, 2010). SENPOs and firms are very different entities in many ways:
when SENPOs adopt routines that focus on managing modifications among alliance partners
over the course of the alliance, we can expect the improvement of fit among alliance partners
to overcome organizational differences. In summary, we argue that the adoption of these five
SA management routines enables SENPOs to perform alliance management tasks to
overcome organizational differences in the SA relationship. Thus, we expect that SENPOs’
adoption of SA management routines will lead to better SA performance.
Hypothesis 1: Social alliance management routines positively relate to social
alliance performance.

Mediating Role of Relational Mechanisms
The underlying logic of the RBT posits that an organization can achieve superior
performance by deploying valuable resources that reside in their relationships with other
organizations (Barney et al., 2011; Dyer and Singh, 1998; Li et al., 2010). Relational
mechanisms, defined as partners’ behaviors and interactions over the course of the alliance,
capture the conditions that allow organizations to work collaboratively in spite of their
organizational differences (Kale and Singh, 2007; Kale et al., 2000; Lavie et al., 2012). Prior
work has suggested that relational mechanisms play an important role in alliance success (e.g.
Lavie et al., 2012; McEvily and Marcus, 2005). We distinguish three types of relational
mechanism - mutual trust, relational embeddedness, and relational commitment.
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Mutual trust refers to the confidence that each party has that the other(s) will behave
as expected in fulfilling their obligations within the alliance relationship(s) (Das and Teng,
1998; Lavie et al. 2012). In the SA situation, this kind of confidence is usually weak, due to
the nature and organizational objectives of the alliance parties (Austin, 2000; Berger et al.,
2006; 2004). Thus, the establishment of mutual trust enables SENPOs and firms to
collaborate in spite of their differences. Relational embeddedness refers to the degree to
which alliance relationships are driven by social attachment and interpersonal ties (Lavie et
al., 2012; McEvily and Marcus, 2005). In SAs, the degree of interaction between SENPOs
and firms is reported to be low because the staffs within SENPOs and firms have different
mind-sets, which impedes close and frequent interaction between them (Liston-Heyes and
Liu, 2010; 2013). Despite their differences, SENPOs and firms can collaborate when
relational embeddedness is established. Relational commitment refers to each party’s
intention to establish enduring, reciprocal obligations in the alliance (Lavie et al., 2012;
Madhok, 1995). In SAs, prior studies infer difficulties in developing a to develop a relational
commitment because firms often 1) dictate the terms of an alliance relationship (Runté et al.,
2009; Simpson et al., 2011), and 2) appear to behave opportunistically and to focus more on
their own commercial gain (Liston-Heyes and Liu, 2013; Polonsky and Wood, 2001).
Subsequently, the establishment of relational commitment enable SENPOs and firms to
overcome their differences and work collaboratively.
The RBT suggests that employing specific sets of organizational routines enables
organizations to perform certain tasks and achieve certain outcomes (Barney et al., 2011;
Black and Boal, 1994; Grant, 1991). Following this logic, we can expect the positive
relationship between SA management routines and different types of relational mechanisms.
In particular, SA management routines enhance SENPOs’ competence in orchestrating the
modification of the initial SA agreement to make it better suited to both parties as the alliance
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relationship progresses. In this way, both SENPOs and firms have a clear understanding of
each other’s actions and consider that their interests have been fostered in this alliance. The
result of such actions incentivizes both parties to both parties to feel more confident that each
will fulfill its obligations as the SA agreement is amended to more accurately reflect their
interests (Liu and Ko, 2011a; Samu and Wymer, 2001). Therefore, we argue that SA
management routines are positively related to mutual trust.
Similarly, SA management routines can also enhance the relational embeddedness.
Prior work has emphasized that the implementation of routines related to alliance
management encourages interactions among the alliance partners (Draulans et al., 2003;
Heimeriks and Duysters, 2007). This is because such routines can guide alliance partners’
actions to actively engage and communicate with alliance partners in order to coordinate their
activities in the alliance, or to learn from each other. Such interactions can lead to a high
degree of relational embeddedness as individuals from both sides have more opportunities to
develop attachments and personal relationships with one other. Thus, in the context of our
study, we can expect a positive association between SA management routines and relational
embeddedness, as literature indicates that the staff from both sides welcome such
opportunities to develop such relationships if afforded the opportunity. (Liu and Ko, 2011b;
Peloza and Hassay, 2006; Peloza et al., 2009). At the same time, we also need to
acknowledge that the frequent interactions between SENPO and firm staff might breed
resentment, as they are from discrete sectors with different organizational cultures,
governance structures, and remunerative systems (Liston-Heyes and Liu, 2013; Runté et al.,
2009; Samu and Wymer, 2013). Nevertheless, we believe that, in most situations, SA
management routines will lead to the establishment of relational embeddedness.
In order to enhance relational commitment in SAs, we propose that SENPOs can
apply SA management routines, which can help them to remain alert to external information.
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We argue that SENPOs can apply these sensing routines when conducting thorough
background research about their potential corporate partners, and select adequate partners
with good manners and positive track records for their previous SAs. This will subsequently
lead to the development of a stronger relational commitment as SENPOs become more
willing to open up to their corporate partners if they are deemed trustworthy (Berger et al.,
2004; Liu and Ko, 2011a). Furthermore, the applications of SA management routines also
enable SENPOs to reconcile the interests of all parties that allow them to see the mutual
benefits of joining the alliance and enduring the reciprocal obligations. Thus, we argue that
SA management capabilities should be positively associated with relational commitment.
We also expect that mutual trust, relational embeddedness, and relational commitment
can positively influence SA performance. Extending the RBT, scholars argue that
organizations may benefit from accessing and deploying resources that emerge from their
relationship with others (Dyer and Singh, 1998; Li et al., 2010; McEvily and Marcus, 2005).
Such activities allow the organizations to achieve above-expected performance from their
specific adopted strategy. Using this logic in the context of SA strategy, we argue that the
establishment of relational mechanisms can enhance the effectiveness of collaboration (Dyer
and Singh, 1998; Lavie et al., 2012; McEvily and Marcus, 2005), which enables SENPOs and
firms to collaborate to achieve better SA performance. More specifically, relational
mechanisms - such as mutual trust, relational embeddedness and relational commitment represent mutually reinforcing consensus regarding the genuine partners’ behaviors and
interactions over the course of the alliance (Kale and Singh, 2007; Kale et al., 2000; Lavie et
al., 2012). Prior work on SAs has acknowledged three primary barriers to cross-sector
collaboration: 1) lack of trust in each other’s alliance intentions and behaviors in the alliance,
2) limited interactions between SENPOs and firms at both the organizational and personal
levels before and during the course of the alliance, and 3) lack of a long-term perspective on
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the alliance partnership (Liston-Heyes and Liu, 2013; Runté et al., 2009; Samu and Wymer,
2001; Simpson et al., 2011). The outcome of these barriers is that both SENPOs and firms
suspect that their SA partner will have a different strategic intent to use their combined
resources for their own, rather than mutual, benefit. Consequently, to avoid potential losses,
both parties are hesitant about committing greater resources to alliance tasks. However, when
relational mechanisms are established, both SENPOs and firms have confidence in each
other’s behaviors with regard to fulfilling the alliance obligations (mutual trust), a greater
degree of social attachment (relational embeddedness), and an intention to establish an
enduring alliance relationship with reciprocal obligations (relational commitment). Therefore,
we can expect that SENPOs and firms will be more likely to collaborate and achieve greater
SA performance under such conditions. Combining the preceding arguments, we hypothesize
the mediating effects of mutual trust, relational embeddedness and relational commitment on
SA management routines and SA performance association, and formally propose the
following:
Hypothesis 2: Mutual trust positively mediates the relationship between social
alliance management routines and social alliance performance.
Hypothesis 3: Relational embeddedness positively mediates the relationship between
social alliance management routines and social alliance performance.
Hypothesis 4: Relational commitment positively mediates the relationship between
social alliance management routines and social alliance performance.

The Moderating Effects of SA Motivation
The RBT also suggests that organizations’ motives (the attitudes and intentions shared
by the individuals within the organizations) can influence how resources are allocated which
either supports or impedes their strategic action (Barney et al., 2011; Grant, 1991). Reflecting
this, we differentiate two types of SA motivation that may potentially influence the
effectiveness of SENPOs’ strategies in dealing with issues arising in their partnership with
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firms: SA relationship-building motives and SA benefits-exploiting motives. The SA
relationship-building motive is defined as SENPOs’ desire to build a relationship with firms
(Berger et al., 2004; Liu and Ko, 2011a). This type of SA motivation reflects how the
SENPO’s main objective for entering a SA arrangement revolves around the establishment of
a wide range of network relationships with various SENPO stakeholders (Knox and Gruar,
2007). In this context, we can consider firms as one of the key SENPO stakeholders. Given
that SENPOs can ultimately benefit from having a close SA relationship with firms
(Andreasen, 1996; Kerlin and Pollak, 2011; Liu and Ko, 2012), the SA relationship-building
motive represents a SENPO’s long-term, forward-thinking assessment of costs and benefits
related to a SA relationship. The SA benefits-exploiting motive, on the other hand, represents
a SENPO’s desire to extract benefits from firms. Key here is that SENPOs’ SA motivation
stems from their desire to achieve short-term rewards (i.e. financial or non-financial benefits)
from the SA (Andreasen, 1996; Liu and Ko, 2011a). According to this view, the SA benefitsexploiting motive represents SENPOs’ short-term, present-thinking assessment of costs and
benefits to entering SA relationships.
We expect that the SA relationship-building motive positively moderates the
relationship between SA management routines and relational mechanisms. This is because
SENPOs’ desire to build relationships with firms and enjoy future benefits intensifies their
intention to invest in alliance management. When the expected payoffs from building SA
relationships with the firms are in the future, SENPOs will try harder to ensure that the
transactions and communication strands that take place between SENPOs and firms over the
course of the alliance run smoothly and are dealt with in a more professional manner (Knox
and Gruar, 2007; Liu and Ko, 2011a; Runté et al., 2009). Given that SA management routines
enable SENPOs to manage SA-related exchange activities systematically, there is more
likelihood that SENPOs will allocate more resources towards improving the effectiveness of
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SA management routines when the SA relationship-building motive is strong. On the other
hand, we also expect that the SA benefits-exploiting motive positively moderates the
relationship between SA management routines and relational mechanisms. SA management
routines enable the creation of synergies and learning opportunities between SENPOs and
firms. These, in turn, allow SA partners to combine their resources, and coordinate on the
alliance tasks, which has the potential to improve the short-term rewards that SA can generate
(Austin and Seitanidi, 2012a; b; Samu and Wymer, 2001). As a result, when their main
objective to entering an alliance arrangement with firms is to achieve immediate benefits
(financial and non-financial), SENPOs are more likely to allocate more resources towards
improving the effectiveness of SA management routines. Combining the above arguments,
both the SA relationship-building motive and SA benefits-exploiting motive will improve the
incentive for SENPOs to allocate more resources to alliance management. These will,
subsequently, improve the effectiveness of SA management routines that lead to the
establishment of mutual trust, relational embeddedness and relational commitment. Thus, we
hypothesize:
Hypothesis 5: The greater the a) SA relationship-building motive and b) SA
benefits-exploiting motive, the stronger the impact of social alliance management
routines on mutual trust.
Hypothesis 6: The greater the a) SA relationship-building motive and b) SA
benefits-exploiting motive, the stronger the impact of social alliance management
routines on relational embeddedness.
Hypothesis 7: The greater the a) SA relationship-building motive and b) SA
benefits-exploiting motive, the stronger the impact of social alliance management
routines on relational commitment.

RESEARCH METHOD
The empirical setting for our research is the participation of SENPOs in the causerelated marketing campaign, which provides an excellent context in which to test our
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hypotheses. The focus of the cause-related marketing campaign, that combines elements of
corporate social responsibility and marketing, lies in capitalizing on firms’ social and
environmental involvement to improve their financial performance and stakeholder
relationships (Hoeffler and Keller, 2002; Varadarajan and Menon, 1988). A typical causerelated marketing campaign involves a firm’s use of marketing techniques to promote its
corporate social responsibility performance in order to influence people’s perceptions of it, so
that it can enjoy benefits such as a philanthropic brand image, increased sales, closer
community relations, and higher employee morale (Adkins, 1999; Lafferty and Goldsmith,
2005). Liu and Ko (2011a) divide the delivery pattern for the cause-related marketing
campaign into two forms - conventional and SA. A conventional delivery pattern involves
firms choosing to address a social cause directly by planning and executing an exclusive
cause-related marketing campaign; an example of this is Lush’s “FunD” initiative. Lush is a
cosmetics company which produces handmade products and fragrances using limited or no
preservatives or packaging and only vegetarian ingredients (Lush, 2012). In 2011, Lush
pledged £0.10 from each sale from the FUN product line, (a soft bath product that can be
modelled into various shapes) to help child victims of the Fukushima disaster (FunD, 2012).
In this case, via a direct marketing campaign (FunD, 2012), Lush is promoting its efforts to
address a social cause – the Fukushima disaster (a combined earthquake, tsunami and nuclear
disaster event) that struck Japan in 2011 (Fukushima, 2012). Another way in which firms can
execute a cause-related marketing campaign is to establish SA with SENPOs (Kotler and Lee,
2005; Samu and Wymer, 2013) to support the cause that the SENPOs represent, as this helps
them to improve their reputation by associating with organizations in the nonprofit sector that
tend to be viewed positively by the public. For example, LensCrafters, an optical product
provider, collaborates with OneSight, a nonprofit organization whose social mission is
universal vision care, to provide vision care and glasses for millions of people in need (Give
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at LC, 2012; Kotler and Lee, 2005). Here, the delivery of a cause-related marketing campaign
takes the form of a SA (LensCrafters–OneSight). Previous research argued that SENPOs
view this latter delivery pattern of the cause-related marketing campaign as an opportunity to
gain access to important resources from profit-seeking firms in pursuit of their social mission
(Andreasen, 1996; Runté et al., 2009). It is this cause-related marketing-campaign-driven SA
that forms the focus of our study.
We derived our data from a cross-sectional questionnaire survey conducted with UKbased SENPOs. Using the Charity Commission UK directory (Charity Commision UK, 2016),
we randomly identified 2000 SENPOs that acquire their income from both traditional (i.e.
private donations) and commercial (i.e. trading) sources, since SENPOs often challenge the
status quo by creating value and obtaining resources from both these sources (Peredo and
McLean, 2006; Weerawardena and Mort, 2012). Of these 2000 SENPOs, 634 had previously
collaborated with firms over a cause-related marketing campaign (as established from
information displayed either on their website or in their annual report). We then wrote a cover
letter to the general manager (or CEO) of the SENPO to ask him/her to answer the
questionnaire on behalf of that organization, or to refer the survey to someone with direct
responsibility for managing that SENPO’s SA activities. More specifically, we asked the
respondent to recall and identify one major cause-related marketing campaign that he/she (or
his/her organization) worked on with this particular firm for the first time, and in which
he/she had also played an active role in managing the SENPO-firm relationship, and answer
the questions according to their experiences of this campaign. We collected 203 usable
responses from the 634 SENPOs, a response rate of 32.019%. The respondents included
SENPOs in the following fields: education/youth (n = 35), disability/general care (n = 30),
community service (n = 62), art/culture (n = 21), animal (n = 4), health/recreation (n = 29),
environment (n = 13), and religious affiliation (n = 9). To estimate the nonresponse bias, we
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adopted the extrapolation approach of Armstrong and Overton (1977). The results also reveal
that no significant differences exist between the early and late respondents. Thus, the
probability of non-response bias is minimal.
We used a multi-item Likert scale to measure the variables (see Appendix 1). To
develop a measurement for both SA motivation and SA performance, we took the following
steps. First, we drew from the literature on SA which discussed alliance motivations and
performance (i.e. Austin, 2000; Berger et al., 2006; 2004; Liston-Heyes and Liu, 2010) and
supplemented it with the findings from 10 field interviews conducted with SENPO
representatives. From three randomly selected SENPOs, we chose interviewees according to
the SENPO sector that each one represented, and their experience regarding SA (a total of 24
SENPOs). We then sent them an invitation letter that described the nature of our study and
asked to speak to someone with rich experience of dealing with SAs (usually the CEO or
corporate sponsorship/marketing manager). Fortunately, we received 10 positive responses
with at least one representative from each sector – education/youth (n = 2), disability/general
care (n = 1), community service (n = 2), art/culture (n = 1), animal (n = 1), health/recreation
(n = 1), environment (n = 1), and religious affiliation (n = 1). We followed the standard
interview format and posed three general questions: 1) what motivates your organization to
seek alliance opportunities with for-profit companies? 2) how do you determine whether an
alliance is successful? and 3) what kinds of things make an alliance experience enjoyable?
These questions provided a structure for each interview. We also probed deeper by asking
additional questions regarding their experience of SA management, as well as asking the
interviewees to justify their answers with examples of actual experiences.
For SA management routines, we adapted measurements from Schilke and Goerzen
(2010) to assess the organizations’ routines related to interorganizational coordination,
alliance portfolio coordination, interorganizational learning, alliance pro-activeness, and
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alliance transformation. We used two items to assess each routine, and combined them to
create a factor to represent SA management routines. We then modified the measurement to
suit the SA context by consulting previous SA studies (Abzug and Webb, 1999; Austin, 2000;
Berger et al., 2004). Similarly, we used items adapted from Lavie et al. (2012) to measure
each of the three types of relational mechanism (i.e. mutual trust, relational embeddedness,
and relational commitment) and used previous SA studies (Knox and Gruar, 2007; Liu and
Ko, 2011a; Simpson et al., 2011) to modify the measurement in the SA context. To ensure the
content and face validity of our measurement statements (both SA management routines and
relational mechanisms), we also asked our interviewees for their opinions on these
statements. Surprisingly, we found that SENPO representatives generally felt that these
statements reflect some aspects of how their organizations will behave during the SA.
Nevertheless, they did offer some suggestions; for example, that the acronym “SA” is not
widely recognized among SENPOs. To address this, we used the term “social enterprisebusiness alliance” in our questionnaires to ensure clarity for the respondents. We also
included a short paragraph to describe what a cause-related marketing campaign is and how
social enterprise-business alliance fits within the concept of cause-related marketing.
Furthermore, in one of the relational embeddedness measurement statements regarding joint
field activities, we provided some examples (such as providing services to community, or
different types of collaborative events) for clarification. We demonstrated the validity and
reliability of our measurement in our later confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), in that no item
is dropped, due to low fit. In general, our results generated measurement items for SA
management routines, relational mechanisms, SA benefits-exploiting motives, SA
relationship-building motives, and SA performance, as listed in Appendix 1.
Finally, we employed SENPOs’ size (annual revenue), age, market conditions, and
alliance complexity as the control variables for the relational mechanisms and SA
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performance. More specifically, large SENPOs tend to possess greater bargaining power and
more resources to invest in the SA relationship (Liston-Heyes and Liu, 2010), while SENPOs
that have been long-established in the marketplace tend to have more experience of working
with organizations from the for-profit sector, given that SAs can be considered a major
revenue source for SENPOs (Andreasen, 1996; Berger et al., 2004). Both conditions have the
potential to influence the SENPO relationship with firms and the SA performance.
Furthermore, prior studies suggest that the market conditions also have the potential to
influence the SENPO-firm relationship and SA performance because SENPOs and their
corporate partners are more likely to achieve mutually-beneficial exchanges if the market
conditions are favorable for the alliance (i.e. not just for one party) (Austin, 2000; Berger et
al., 2004; Liu and Ko, 2011a). We also employed alliance complexity (the complexity and
degree of coordination required in the alliance) as a control variable for the relational
mechanism and SA performance; Lavie et al. (2012) suggested that it is difficult to develop
mutual trust, relational embeddedness, and relational commitment when an alliance
relationship is complex, which can potentially negatively influence alliance performance. We
used a five-point scale to indicate the SENPO size (1 = very small, 5 = very large). We
adopted the interval scale used by the Charity Commision UK (2016), and adjusted it to suit
our sample (1 = £50,000 or below; 2 = £50,001 to £100,000; 3 = £100,001 to £250,000; 4 =
£250,001 to £500,000; 5 = £500,001 or above). According to Lavie et al. (2012), both the
market conditions and alliance complexity can be measured by a single item each: market
conditions – “market conditions have been overall favorable for the alliance” – and alliance
complexity – “this alliance is complex and requires extensive coordination with the partner.”
We assessed the measurement model in terms of its reliability, convergent validity,
and discriminant validity; we then ran and compared the fit among a series of confirmatory
factor analysis models to determine the best-fit model (see Table 1). According to a
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suggestion by Hair et al. (2010) regarding the comparative fit index (CFI) and root mean
square error of approximation (RMSEA), our hypothesized model exhibited the best fit (X2 =
270.077; df = 207; X2/df = 1.305; p = .000, CFI = .982; RMSEA = .039). We assessed the
reliability of the scales by calculating the composite reliability (CR) and the convergent
validity by computing the average variance extracted (AVE) (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; Hair
et al., 2010). Table 2 shows that all the CR values are greater than .700 and the AVE values
are greater than .500; thus, both the composite reliability and convergent validity are
sufficient. In terms of discriminant validity, we calculated the square root value of the AVE
for each construct, and found that the resulting value for each construct is greater than all of
its correlations with the other constructs (see Table 2). Thus, discriminant validity is
established.
“Insert Table 1 about here”
As suggested in the literature, managers evaluated the alliance performances, so we
employed a single source to assess our independent and outcome variables (Heimeriks and
Duysters, 2007; Lavie et al., 2012; Schilke and Goerzen, 2010). To reduce the potential
common method bias, we followed Podsakoff et al.’s (2012) suggestion to organize the data
collection process to ensure the anonymity and confidentiality of the responses, emphasizing
that there are no right or wrong answers, and covering the items relating to the predictor
variables before those relating to the outcome variables. Furthermore, following the
suggestions of Chang et al. (2010) and Podsakoff et al. (2003), we used multiple statistical
remedies to ensure that common method bias is not an issue for this study. First, we
performed Harman’s single factor test by subjecting all of the items in our study to
exploratory factor analysis. The result of an unrotated principal component analysis indicated
that a single method factor fails to explain the majority of the variance (the highest single
variance extracted from the data is 44.092%). Second, we performed latent common method
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factor analysis by loading all of the items on to one common latent factor. The result suggests
that the differences between the standardized regression weights of our items with and
without the common latent factor are low (the highest single difference on one item is .114).
We also introduced a single loading parameter to cause all loadings to the common latent
factor to be equal. The result indicates that the unstandardized common loading is equal
to .525. The common method variable is .276 (the square of .525), which is below the
threshold of .500 (50%). All results suggest that common method bias should not be a
concern for this study. Finally, as we observed some high correlations among the variables in
Table 2, we calculated the variance inflation factors (VIFs) to assess the possibility of
multicollinearity. We found that all of the VIF values are below 10 (all less than 3), which
indicates that multicollinearity is not a serious problem in this study (Hair et al., 2010).
“Insert Table 2 about here”

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
Table 2 presents a correlation matrix and descriptive statistics. As anticipated, the
signs of the correlation matrix appear to be consistent with the hypothesized relationship. To
assess our hypotheses, we performed multiple regression analysis using SPSS with Hayes
(2013) PROCESS Macro add-ons. Table 3 presents the results of our analysis.
“Insert Table 3 about here”
Recall that hypothesis 1 inferred the effect of SA management routines on SA performance.
Model 1 shows only the effects of control variables on outcome variables (SA performance).
Model 2 in Table 2 shows that hypothesis 1 is supported when the relationship between SA
management routines and SA performance is positively significant (β = .359 t = 5.583, p
< .100). Hypotheses 2-4 posited that mutual trust, relational embeddedness, and relational
commitment mediate the relationship between SA management routines and SA performance,
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respectively. According to Hayes (2013), the mediation effect occurs when three conditions
are met: 1) the effect of the predictor variable on the mediator is significant, 2) the effect of
the mediator on the outcome variable is significant when accounting for the effect of the
predictor variable, and 3) the indirect effect in mediation is significant. Condition 1 is
supported, as shown in Models 3-5, that the effects of SA management routines on mutual
trust (β = .250, p < .001), relational embeddedness (β = .532, p < .001), and relational
commitment (β = .443, p < .001) are positive and significant. Model 6 shows that condition 2
is supported when the effects of mutual trust (β = .295, p < .001), relational embeddedness (β
= .143, p < .010), and relational commitment (β = .136, p < .010) on SA performance are
positive and significant. Finally, we calculated the indirect effects using a bootstrap analysis
with 10000 samples. Our results suggest that the indirect effects between SA management
routines and SA performance through mutual trust (β = .074), relational embeddedness (β
= .075), and relational commitment (β = .60) are all positive and significant, with a 95%
confidence interval which does not include zero, which satisfies condition 3; thus lending
support to hypotheses 2-4, respectively. These findings explain that the adoption of SA
management routines enables SENPOs to develop different types of relational mechanism,
resulting in superior SA performance.
To investigate the moderation effects, we first centered the variables. According to
Hayes (2013), the moderating effect occurs when two conditions are met: 1) the effect of the
interaction term (predictor variable x moderator) on the outcome variable is significant when
accounting for the effect of the predictor variable and moderator, and 2) the increase of the Rsquare after entering the interaction term is significant. Hypotheses 5-7 predict that the SA
relationship-building motive and SA benefits-exploiting motive moderate the effect of SA
management routines on mutual trust, relational embeddedness, and relational commitment,
respectively. Model 7 shows that when there is a positive and significant interaction effect
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between SA management routines and the SA benefits-exploiting motive (β = .245, p < .050)
on mutual trust, the increase in the R-square after entering the interaction term is .018 (p
< .050). However, the interaction effect between SA management routines and SA
relationship-building motive (β = -.027) on mutual trust is insignificant. Thus, hypothesis 5 is
partially supported. In Model 8, the interaction effect between SA management routines and
the SA relationship-building motive (β = .205, p < .050) on relational embeddedness and the
increase in the R-square after entering the interaction term is .012 (p < .050), so both are
positive and significant. However, interaction effect between SA management routines and
SA benefits-exploiting motive (β = -.106) on relational embeddedness is insignificant. Thus,
hypothesis 6 is only partially supported. Finally, as shown in Model 9, the interaction effect
between SA management routines and the SA relationship-building motive (β = .182, p
< .100), and interaction effect between SA management routines and SA benefits-exploiting
motive (β = .303, p < .050), on relational commitment are significant. Moreover, the
increases in the R-square after entering the interaction term are .009 (p < .001), and .017 (p
< .050), respectively, thus lending support to hypothesis 7. In summary, our findings
demonstrate that different types of SA motivation can influence the impact of SA
management routines on the different types of relational mechanism.

Robustness
To check the robustness of our results, we performed several additional tests. First, we
considered the influence of alliance experience on SA performance. We developed two items
from the measurement of alliance experience adapted from Schilke and Goerzen (2010) and
modified them using our findings from interviews with SENPO managers. These items were
1) in the past, our organization has been involved with many social enterprise-business
organization alliance relationships in different formats, and 2) we have people in the
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organization who have been involved with many social enterprise-business alliance
relationships in the past in different formats. In our original model, we partially controlled for
alliance experience using the age of the SENPO. This is because, the longer SENPOs operate,
the more SA experience they acquire - prior studies indicate that SENPOs tend to actively
seek out SA opportunities which they consider to be revenue streams (Austin, 2000; Liu and
Ko, 2011a; 2012). Our field interview results also confirmed this suggestion. We ran our
model once again and controlled for the effect of both SENPO age and alliance experience on
SA performance. The findings remained unchanged.
Second, we took into account the influence of alliance structure on SA performance.
We used two items from the measurement of alliance structure adapted from Schilke and
Goerzen (2010): 1) in our organization, there is great support for the management of social
enterprise-business organization alliances through a designated department/operation unit,
and 2) in our organization, there are designated staff who are primarily dedicated to the
management of SA during the collaboration period. We did not control for alliance structure
in our original data analysis, mainly because many of the pre-test interviewees indicated that
alliance structure remains hidden within SENPOs’ SA management routines. We re-ran our
model, controlling for the effect of alliance structure on SA performance, and found no
difference between these new findings and our original ones.
Last, even though researchers have inferred the distinctions of the three relational
mechanisms, they will, however, inevitably influence each other during the analysis (Lavie et
al., 2012; McEvily and Marcus, 2005). Thus, the multiple regression analysis adopted from
Hayes (2013) does not fully take this into consideration. Therefore, we ran structural equation
modeling (with ML estimation in AMOS), which estimates all types of relational mechanism
simultaneously, to verify our multiple regression results (see Appendix 2). We first ran the
direct effect: we followed Hair et al.’s (2010) approach to estimate the structural equation
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model to test the relationship between SA management routines and SA performance (Model
10: X2/df = 1.710; p = .000; CFI = .970; RMSEA = .059). We found that this direct effect is
significant, as predicted. For the mediation analysis, we followed the approaches of Iacobucci
et al. (2007) and Jose (2013) to fit one structural equation model (Model 11: X2/df = 1.876; p
= .000; CFI = .944; RMSEA = .066), so the direct and indirect paths are fitted simultaneously.
We found that all effects are positive and significant. We then conducted the Sobel test
(Sobel, 1982) by calculating the z-value for each interaction effect. The results suggest that
all three z-values are significant; therefore, we confirm all three mediation effects. For
moderation analysis, we followed Kline’s (2005) approach to estimate all of the latent
variables and their interactions in the same structural equation model. To create latent
interaction, we followed Marsh and colleagues’ (2006; 2004) guidelines for forming product
indicators: (1) use all of the information, and (2) do not reuse any of the information. We
measured SA management routines through 10 items, but both the SA relationship-building
motive and the SA benefits-exploiting motive only had two items each. It is impossible to
follow both sets of guidelines. Nevertheless, we followed Marsh and colleagues’ (2006; 2004)
recommendations and the approach adopted by Homburg et al. (2014) when facing this
situation. These infer that using all information available (guideline 1) should lend more
weight (i.e. using each item at least once) to enable us to create product indicators by
matching one item from either the SA relationship-building motive or the SA benefitsexploiting motive, with five items from the SA management routines. Model 12 is estimated
by including all of the latent variables and their interactions in the same model (Model 12:
X2/df = 1.884; p = .000; CFI = .900; RMSEA = .082). We found that all of the moderation
effects are consistent with the results of our earlier multiple regression analysis. Thus,
research validation is established.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Academic Contribution
Prior studies have advocated a more systematic approach to manage the SA
relationship (e.g. Liu and Ko, 2011a; Samu and Wymer, 2013; Simpson et al., 2011). To
respond to this call, we drew insights from the RBT (Barney et al., 2011; Grant, 1991) to
develop and test a framework that explains the impacts of alliance management routines
(Heimeriks and Duysters, 2007; Kale et al., 2002; Schilke, 2014; Schilke and Goerzen, 2010)
in the SA setting. This study demonstrates that SENPOs’ possession of SA management
routines allows them to manage the SA relationship systematically, which in turn has a
profound impact on SA performance. As such, this study contributes to the SENPO-firm
collaboration literature (e.g. Austin and Seitanidi, 2012a; Austin and Seitanidi, 2012b; Berger
et al., 2004; Samu and Wymer, 2001) by empirically demonstrating the impacts of the
systematic approach on SA management. Based on these findings, two possible further
research opportunities may arise. One is that we only examined five sets of routines for SA
management proposed by Schilke and Goerzen (2010) in this research. This precludes the
assessment of other types of routine for SA management routines. Further research can
explore undiscovered routines for SA management (maybe exclusive to the SA relationship).
The second opportunity emerges from the fact that we only examined the impacts of SA
management routines from the perspective of SENPOs in this study. This raises two
additional questions: 1) will firms also benefit from adopting SA management routines?, 2)
will firms adopt the same strategy as SENPOs to manage the SA relationship? To answer the
first question, further research might examine the impacts of SA management routines from
the perspective of the firm, or include aspects from both parties. To answer the second
question, researchers could conduct a comparative study to analyze the approaches taken by
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the SENPOs and firms to manage the SA relationship, and examine how one party responds
to another party’s strategy to manage this relationship.
Furthermore, our findings of the SA management routines-SA performance
relationship also enrich the RBT in the field of alliance management research (Das and Teng,
2000) by suggesting that organizations can also apply a set of organizational routines to
manage the alliance relationship systematically in the case of a cross-sector alliance. This
means that cross-alliance scholars (including SA) can learn much from literature related to
strategic alliance (firm-firm) management. Although prior studies suggest that managers
should adopt different management philosophies to deal with cross-sector collaboration (Arya
and Salk, 2006; Berger et al., 2004; Rondinelli and London, 2003; Selsky and Parker, 2005),
we challenge this claim. Instead, we postulate that some ideas regarding alliance management
could be universal and may apply to the alliance relationship in different situations. Thus,
further research could explore the impact of alliance management routines in different types
of cross-sector alliance, such as business-government, government-nonprofit, and tri-sector
(Selsky and Parker, 2005), allowing for the development of a more comprehensive
understanding of alliance management from the RBT perspective. Moreover, future
researchers can also take into consideration the resources dedicated to SA management. From
the RBT perspective, the organizational routines in managing the alliance relationship enable
the organization to deploy a set of organizational resources dedicated to this purpose
(Schilke, 2014; Schilke and Goerzen, 2010). It will be interesting to observe what kinds of
(and how many) resources SENPOs allocate to SA management, and the processes by which
SENPO managers use SA management routines to deploy them.
Our study also contributes to the literature on relational mechanisms (e.g. Kale et al.,
2000; Lavie et al., 2012; McEvily and Marcus, 2005) by underscoring the roles of mutual
trust, relational embeddedness, and relational commitment in facilitating the relationship
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between SA management routines and SA performance. This also has implications for the
RBT in the alliance management literature (Das and Teng, 2000; Schilke and Goerzen, 2010).
RBT assumes that the possession of a set of organizational routines to manage an alliance can
help to create synergies and improve alliance performance. We expand this perspective by
suggesting that alliance management routines can help organizations to achieve better
alliance performance by unlocking sets of resources that reside in their alliance partners’
relationships; they achieve this by creating conditions in which alliance partners are willing
to share resources with each other.
In the context of our study, we highlight that SENPOs’ adoption of SA management
routines can help to establish these three types of relational mechanism to overcome
organizational differences in the SA relationship, which ultimately achieving better SA
performance. Furthermore, given the intermediate roles that mutual trust, relational
embeddedness, and relational commitment play in the SA management routines-SA
performance relationship, we clearly show how SENPOs’ adoption of SA management
routines can affect SA performance. In this context, two avenues of future research seem
particularly promising. First, we only examined three types of relational mechanism. Prior
studies have already identified other relational mechanisms, such as “altruistic behaviors”,
that can improve the effectiveness of SAs (Mutch and Aitken, 2009). Thus, future researchers
may want to identify and test these in the context of the SA relationship to refine our
conceptual model for SA management. Second, our research is the first to examine the
mediation role of relational mechanism in alliance management routines-alliance
performance relationship. Further researchers could examine such a mediation role in other
alliance contexts (e.g. firm-firm) to increase the generalizability of our results.
Finally, our study advances the literature that studies SENPOs’ motives to enter
alliance relationships with firms (e.g. Andreasen, 1996; Austin, 2000; Liu and Ko, 2011b;
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Samu and Wymer, 2001) by suggesting that the strength of the relationship between SA
management and different types of relational mechanism varies depending on the influence of
different types of SA motivation. We were surprised to find that neither type of SA
motivation moderates the impacts of SA management routines on all three types of the
relational mechanism, as originally predicted. More specifically, we found that the SA
benefits-exploiting motive moderates the impacts of SA management routines on mutual trust
and relational commitment, while the SA relationship-building motive moderates the impacts
of SA management routines on relational embeddedness and relational commitment. One
possible explanation is that relational embeddedness primarily captures interpersonal
interactions to support relationship development (Lavie et al., 2012). Thus, SENPOs that are
motivated to join the alliance by acquiring short-term SA benefits do not feel an urge to
devote more resources toward SA management routines in dealing with interpersonal
interactions.
On the other hand, mutual trust mainly captures the confidence that each party will
fulfil alliance obligations for resource exchange, as expected (Lavie et al., 2012). Perhaps
SENPOs that are motivated by the SA relationship-building motive will feel less inclined to
immediately devote more resources toward SA management routines in fulfilling the alliance
obligation. This is because the expected payoffs are in the future and mutual trust between
alliance partners can be built incrementally. As a result, SENPOs are making the choice to
allocate more resources toward SA management routines in dealing with relational
embeddedness and relational commitment. Combined, these findings extend our
understanding of the roles of different types of organizational motivation in influencing the
impact of SA management routines on different types of relational mechanism. In doing so,
we extend the RBT in alliance management (Heimeriks and Duysters, 2007; Schilke, 2014;
Schilke and Goerzen, 2010) by hypothesizing and testing the boundary conditions that help to
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explain “when” the effects of SA management routines on different types of relational
mechanism can be amplified. We reason that these boundary conditions (SA motivations)
motivate SENPOs to allocate more resources toward improving the effectiveness of SA
management routines under different situations. In general, we construct a clear picture of
when SENPOs’ adoption of SA management routines could impact positively on SA
performance. Future researchers could design studies to investigate our explanations for the
unconfirmed hypotheses, or propose and test new moderators that can influence the effects of
SA management routines. Both attempts may further refine our understanding of the
boundary conditions for implementing SA management routines.

Managerial Implications
Our research has two important managerial implications. First, it informs SENPO
managers (or nonprofit organizations in general) of the preparation required to engage in SAs
with firms. As we demonstrated, the adoption of SA management routines enables SENPO
managers to overcome organizational differences by establishing mutual trust, relational
embeddedness, and relational commitment, which subsequently leads to improved SA
performance. One conclusion that seems to be justified based on our findings is that it is
important for SENPOs to adopt SA management routines when collaborating with firms in
the SA relationship. Thus, if SENPOs wish to embrace SA opportunities, they should devote
efforts and resources to the adoption of SA management routines. We believe that this
movement should constitute an important consideration for SENPOs before they enter into
alliances with firms. Furthermore, this finding also has wider implications regarding the
learning opportunities for SENPOs on the issues relating to SA management. We introduced
SA management routines by adopting the concept from firm-firm alliance management
research (Arya and Salk, 2006; Draulans et al., 2003; Schilke, 2014; Schilke and Goerzen,
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2010), and we confirmed its viability in the SA context. This finding also suggests that
SENPOs can learn a great deal from the firm-firm alliance management literature. Given that
the literature on firm-firm alliance is well-established (in comparison with SA literature),
SENPO managers should take the opportunity to learn from related research and experiment
with the alliance management ideas in the SA relationship. Such actions can further improve
the effectiveness and efficiency of SA management.
Second, our research has specific implications for the role of SA motivation in
managing the SA relationship. The results show that different drivers of SENPOs’ initial
motivation to engage in SAs with firms have different impacts on the SA management
routines-relational mechanisms relationship. This infers that SENPO managers need to
distinguish between the SA relationship-building motive and the SA benefits-exploiting
motive and understand each one’s distinct role. On the other hand, managers also need to be
aware of these consequences when monitoring the SA management routines, to help to ensure
that SENPOs do not neglect any relational mechanisms that can enhance the effectiveness of
the collaboration within the SA.

Limitations and Future Research
Alongside our findings, several study restrictions are noteworthy. First, the research
design leaves open the possibility of self-serving bias. Given that SENPO managers are
working in an industry where the levels of altruism and philanthropy are high, they may have
a natural tendency to present a more positive view of the measures of commitment and
obligation. Furthermore, the terminology (i.e. stakeholders) and adjectives (i.e. great) used in
the questionnaire may have created some confusion amongst the respondents. We initially
attempted to remove these; however, the pilot test suggests that retaining some of the
adjectives could make the sentence easier to understand. To prevent possible confusion, we
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included a short list of definitions of these terms in our cover letter. We also mentioned in our
cover letter that, if the respondents had any questions, we were happy to answer them. To
overcome potential confusion, future researchers should consider using 1) objective
secondary data, 2) multi-method approaches to triangulate the results, or 3) telephone or inperson surveys where the researcher has the opportunity to explain the terminology used in
the questionnaire.
Second, the cross-sectional design of our study does not allow the drawing of definite
conclusions about the causal processes over time. For example, it might take some time to
notice the effects of SA management routines on the development of mutual trust that then
leads to SA performance. Therefore, we need to recognize the limitation of using the survey
method to study a causal relationship. To overcome this, we asked each respondent to
identify one cause-related marketing campaign that his/her organization worked on with this
particular firm for the first time, and answer the questions based on what happened in such a
campaign. This approach may allow us to postulate that SENPOs had not established trust,
relational embeddedness and relational commitment with the firm prior to the cause-related
marketing campaign and, therefore, to make certain assumptions about the causality direction
(SA management routines  relational mechanisms). However, this approach might also
raise the question regarding the potential selection bias, whereby respondents always selected
the most successful campaign. Future researchers should assess multiple campaigns to
strengthen the generalizability of the findings, and employ a longitudinal research design, or
a range of experiments, to confirm the causality empirically and assess performance over
time in order to further contribute to the existing knowledge.
Third, we followed other studies’ approaches to SENPOs’ strategies (Liston-Heyes
and Liu, 2013 to select our sample of representatives from different SENPO sectors.
However, this sampling technique also suffers from a potential drawback; for example,
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SENPOs from different sectors might hold different sets of values that either encourage them
to engage or prevent them from engaging in collaboration with firms in a cause-related
marketing campaign (Liston-Heyes and Liu, 2010; Rondinelli and London, 2003; Samu and
Wymer, 2013). This probably reflects the fact that we have only a few respondents that
represent the animal (n = 4) and religious affiliation (n = 9) sectors. Another possible
explanation for this, as discussed in prior studies, is that some SENPO sectors are more likely
than others to attract potential corporate partners in forming SAs (Liston-Heyes and Liu,
2010; Robinson et al., 2012). Therefore, they have more experience of actively managing the
SA relationship and, consequently, they are more likely to respond to our study request.
Future research might benefit from a sector-specific study to address this issue. Furthermore,
we focus on SA in the cause-related marketing context in this study due to its popularity in
the UK (e.g. Liston-Heyes and Liu, 2010; Adkins, 1999), however we acknowledged that
there are many other types of SA. Future researchers should employ a large sample size that
incorporates a range of SAs to either study or control for the effects of different types of SA
on SA performance.
Fourth, although the VIF values suggest that there is a low possibility of
multicollinearity in our dataset, several high degrees of correlation (> 0.600) among the
variables (i.e. SA relationship-building motive-SA benefits-exploiting motive r =.623; mutual
trust-SA performance r =.608) still appeared in our analysis (see Table 1). One possible
explanation is that high interdependency exists among these variables in the context of our
study, given that previous studies suggest that the greater the personal connections and
interactions between the staff of the parties (SENPOs and their corporate partners), the more
likely they will be to share resources and achieve better SA performance (Abzug and Webb,
1999; Knox and Gruar, 2007; Samu and Wymer, 2001). Researchers in the future might
employ a research design to collect data from different sources or use an objective
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measurement to confirm this interdependency as well as control for the potential for
multicollinearity. Furthermore, the lack of high differentiation between two SA motivations
may result from the fact that we developed our SA motivations measurement based on the
literature review and 10 interviews. Future researchers may want to develop a comprehensive
study via large-scale interviews to better differentiate between these two SA motivations to
improve the content validity of our existing measurements and to study their role of
moderating SA management routines.
Finally, previous literature discussed, extensively, the role of legitimacy in the context
of firm-nonprofit organization collaboration (Abzug and Webb, 1999; Austin, 2000; ListonHeyes and Liu, 2010; Samu and Wymer, 2013). Herein we did not include legitimacy as a
control variable. This raises a potential bias in our findings. Nevertheless, we do not believe
that the legitimacy concern would have affected the parameters of the estimates in this
research, because these studies have suggested that the legitimacy concern regarding firmnonprofit organization collaboration was an important subject “before” the formation of SAs.
In this research, we selected SENPOs that had already participated in SAs. Furthermore, we
did not include the duration of the SA (timeframe) as the control variable for relational
mechanisms despite prior studies suggesting the influence of time on the establishment of
mutual trust, relational embeddedness, and relational commitment (Das and Teng, 1998; Kale
et al., 2000; McEvily and Marcus, 2005). The reason for this omission is because we did not
believe that the timeframe concerned would affect the relational mechanisms in this research.
This is due to the fact that a typical cause-related marketing campaign is short-term-based
(Lafferty and Goldsmith, 2005; Lafferty et al., 2004; Varadarajan and Menon, 1988).
Nevertheless, future researchers might include legitimacy and cause-related marketing
campaign duration (length of SA relationship) as control variables to eliminate any possibility
regarding their influence on SA performance.
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In this era, SENPOs need to become self-sufficient to respond to the reduction in
private donations and government support. Forming SAs with for-profit firms in the context
of the cause-related marketing campaign can help SENPOs to achieve this objective, but
SENPOs need to find ways to manage such a complex interorganizational relationship. We
propose that SENPOs can improve SA performance by adopting SA management routines
through the building of different types of relational mechanism. We also suggest considering
SA motivation as a type of boundary condition that can strengthen or weaken the effects of
SA management routines on different types of relational mechanism. Our findings allow us to
offer specific suggestions for SENPOs’ managers to address their SA management efforts
under different conditions. We hope that further research continues to explore and document
different approaches to the improvement of SA performance.
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Control Variable
Alliance Complexity
Size
SENPO Age
Market Condition

Table 1: Model Fit
Factor Structure Model
7 Factor Model: Hypothesized Model
6 Factor Model: SMAR, MT, RE, RC, SAP, (SARBM + SABEM)
5 Factor Model: SMAR, MT, (RE+RC), SAP, (SARBM + SABEM)
4 Factor Model: SMAR, (MT+RE+RC), SAP, (SARBM + SABEM)
3 Factor Model: (SMAR+MT+RE+RC), SAP, (SARBM + SABEM)
2 Factor Model: (SMAR+MT+RE+RC+ SAP), (SARBM + SABEM)
1 Factor Model: Omnibus Model

X2
270.077
312.456
370.544
387.446
654.595
787.890
987.718

df
207
213
218
222
225
227
228

X2/df
1.305
1.467
1.700
1.745
2.909
3.471
4.332

CFI
.982
.972
.957
.953
.878
.840
.784

RMSEA
.039
.048
.059
.061
.097
.111
.128

p-value
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Notes: X2= Chi-Square; df = Degree of Freedom; CFI = Comparative Fit Index; RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error of Approximation; SAMR = Social Alliance Management Routines; MT = Mutual Trust; RE =
Relational Embeddedness; RC = Relational Commitment; SAP = Social Alliance Performance; SARBM = Social Alliance Relationship-Building Motive; SABEM = Social Alliance Benefits-Exploiting Motive
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics
1. SENPO Age
2. Size (Annual Revenue)
3. Alliance Complexity
4. Market Condition
5. Social Alliance Relationship-Building Motive
6. Social Alliance Benefits-Exploiting Motive
7. Social Alliance Management Routines
8. Mutual Trust
9. Relational Embeddedness
10. Relational Commitment
11. Social Alliance Performance
Mean
Standard Deviation
Composite Reliability
Average Variance Extracted

1
--.298*
-.033
-.034
-.008
-.013
-.061
-.055
-.023
-.042
-.108

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

--.071
-.043
.160*
.157*
.170*
.170*
.100
.154*
.135

--.298*
.166*
.175*
.338*
.238*
.388*
.302*
.431*

--.197*
.204*
.225*
.325*
.343*
.267*
.403*

.915
.623*
.320*
.465*
.457*
.515*
.505*

.768
.369*
.426*
.448*
.398*
.482*

.781
.358*
.535*
.440*
.497*

.734
.549*
.559*
.608*

.767
.507*
.593*

.836
.553*

.781

21.391
15.783
-----

3.148
1.454
-----

3.025
1.017
-----

2.941
.968
-----

3.837
.977
.912
.838

4.076
.700
.741
.590

3.709
.784
.940
.610

3.830
.794
.700
.539

3.534
.989
.740
.589

3.608
.992
.822
.699

3.631
.832
.918
.610

Notes:
N = 203; *p < .05
Average Variance Extracted (AVE) square roots are show in bold on the correlation matrix diagonal
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Table 3: Findings
Outcome Variable
Control Variable
SENPO Age
Size (Annual Revenue)
Alliance Complexity
Market Condition
Predictor
SMAR
Mediator
MT
RE
RC
Moderator
SARBM
SABEM
Interaction
SMAR x SARBM
SMAR x SABEM

Model 1
SAP

Model 2
SAP

Model 3
MT

Model 4
RE

-.007(-2.186)* -.005(-1.738)† -.004(-1.136)
.001(.139)
.095(2.656)** .059(1.735)†
.085(2.314)*
.0148(.355)
.264(5.143)*** .187(3.759)*** .051(.944)
.183(3.014)**
.266(4.957)*** .223(4.417)*** .208(3.794)*** .199(.3.222)**

Model 5
RC

.003(.779)
.052(1.148)
.131(1.979)*
.157(2.340)*

Model 6
SAP

Model 7
MT

Model 8
RE

-.005(-1.788) -.004(-1.388)
.001(.104)
.025(.837)
.061(1.795)†
-.018(-.451)
.128(2.933)**
.030(.594)
.153(2.662)**
.112(2.485)* .155(3.040)** .142(2.429)*

.359(5.583)*** .250(3.589)*** .523(6.652)*** .443(5.187)*** .150(2.414)*

Model 9
RC

.002(.581)
.017(.445)
.074(1.301)
.076(1.320)

.176(2.576)* .403(5.124)*** .385(4.960)***

.295(4.463)***
.143(2.597)**
.136(2.632)**
.209(3.447)*** .216(3.094)** .370(5.382)***
.111(1.262)
.185(1.836) †
-.071(-.713)
-.027(-.304)
.245(2.315)*

.205(2.034)*
-.106(-.873)

.182(1.825)†
.303(2.526)*

Model Statistics
F-Value
21.261
25.835
10.941
22.157
13.086
31.730
12.228
18.093
19.267
Degree of Freedom
(4, 198)
(5, 197)
(5, 197)
(5, 197)
(5, 197)
(8, 194)
(9, 193)
(9, 193)
(9, 193)
P-Value
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
R-Square
.300
.396
.217
.360
.249
.567
.363
.458
.473
Adjusted R-Square
.286
.381
.197
.344
.230
.549
.333
.433
.448
Statistical Inference
Indirect Effect = SMAR  MT  Social Alliance Performance = .074* BootLLCI (.108) ~ BootULCI (.331)
Model7: ∆R2-SARBM = .001; ∆R2- SABEM = .018*
Indirect Effect = SMAR  RE  Social Alliance Performance = .075* BootLLCI (.021) ~ BootULCI (.142)
Model8: ∆R2-SARBM = .012*; ∆R2- SABEM = .002
Indirect Effect = SMAR  RM  Social Alliance Performance = .060* BootLLCI (.013) ~ BootULCI (.149)
Model9: ∆R2-SARBM = .009†; ∆R2- SABEM = .017*
Notes:
*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.010; * p < 0.050; † p < 0.100
Social Alliance Management Routines = SMAR; SARBM = Social Alliance Relationship-Building Motive; SABEM = Social Alliance Benefits-Exploiting Motive; Social Alliance Performance = SAP; Mutual Trust =
MT; Relational Embeddedness = RE; Relational Commitment = RC
Coefficients are reported with t-value in parentheses
Bootstrap N = 10000
BootLLCI = bootstrap lower-level confidence interval
BootULCI = bootstrap upper-level confidence interval
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Appendix 1: Measurement and Factor Loading
Measurement
Social Alliance Management Routines
Our activities with our Social Enterprise-Business alliance partners are well-coordinated
There is a great deal of interaction with our Social Enterprise-Business alliance partners over most
decisions
We ensure appropriate coordination among the activities of our Social Enterprise-Business alliances
We determine areas of synergy in our Social Enterprise-Business organization alliances
We have the capability to learn from our Social Enterprise-Business alliance partners
We can successfully integrate our existing knowledge with new information acquired from our Social
Enterprise-Business alliance partners
We often take the initiative in approaching organizations with Social Enterprise-Business alliance
proposals
Compared to other organizations in our sector, we are far more interested in pursuing partnerships
When an unexpected situation arises, we would prefer to modify a Social Enterprise-Business alliance
agreement than insist on the original terms
Flexibility is characteristic of our Social Enterprise-Business alliance management process
Relational Mechanisms
Mutual Trust
The relationship between the partners in our Social Enterprise-Business alliance can be characterized
as mutual trust
We are confident that each party will stick to its obligations regarding its duties, as promised
Relational Embeddedness
In this Social Enterprise-Business alliance, staffs from both parties engage in joint field activities (e.g.
providing services to the community, different types of collaborative events...)
In this Social Enterprise-Business organization alliance, staff from both parties have developed good
interpersonal relationships
Relational Commitment
In this Social Enterprise-Business alliance, both partners invest the resources required to maintain the
alliance
In this Social Enterprise-Business alliance, both partners regularly share and exchange information
Social Alliance Motivation
Social Alliance Relationship-Building Motive
This Social Enterprise-Business alliance expands the scope of our association with different
stakeholders
This Social Enterprise-Business alliance creates strong relationships with stakeholders who have
common interests in our organization
Social Alliance Benefits-Exploiting Motive
This Social Enterprise-Business alliance brings additional benefits (i.e. financial or non-financial)
This Social Enterprise-Business alliance generates a more positive public image and reputation
Social Alliance Performance
This Social Enterprise-Business alliance is characterized by a strong and harmonious relationship
between the partners
We have achieved our primary objective in forming this Social Enterprise-Business alliance
We have been successful in learning some critical skills or capabilities from our alliance partner
We look forward to developing this Social Enterprise-Business alliance into a long-term relationship
X2 = 270.077; df = 207; X2/df = 1.305; CFI = .982; RMSEA = .039; p-value = .002
* Factor loadings are standardized
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Loading*
.802
.832
.832
.843
.807
.743
.725
.754
.731
.728

.686
.780
.715
.816

.812
.859

.889
.941
.804
.730
.907
.867
.837
.822

Appendix 2: Additional Structural Equation Model
Path Model: Path Relationship
SMAC SAP
MT  SAP
RE  SAP
RC  SAP
SMAR  MT
SMAC  RE
SMAC  RC
SARBM  MT
SARBM  RE
SARBM  RC
SABEM  MT
SABEM  RE
SABEM  RC
SMAC x SARBM  MT
SMAC x SARBM  RE
SMAC x SARBM  RC
SMAC x SABEM  MT
SMAC x SABEM  RE
SMAC x SABEM  RC
Path Model: Control Variables
SENPO Age  SAP
Size  SAP
Alliance Complexity  SAP
Market Condition  SAP
SENPO Age  MT
Size  MT
Alliance Complexity  MT
Market Condition  MT
SENPO Age  RE
Size  RE
Alliance Complexity  RE
Market Condition  RE
SENPO Age  RC
Size  RC
Alliance Complexity  RC
Market Condition  RC

Model 10

Model 11

.453(5.097)***

.006(.054)
.508(4.530)***
.244(2.687)**
.189(3.042)**
.384(4.010)***
.701(5.792)***
.629(5.151)***

-.006(-2.008)*
.055(1.704)†
.159(3.273)**
.227(4.608)***

Fit Statistics
Chi-Square (X2)
Degree of Freedom (df)
X2/ df
p-value (p)
Comparative Fit Index (CFI)
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA)

176.106
103
1.710
.000
.971
.059

Model 12

.217(2.451)*
.476(4.072)***
.546(4.752)***
.174(2.045)*
.210(1.963)*
.481(4.406)***
.190(1.136)
.269(1.277)
-.258(-.136)
-.025(-.264)
.209(1.730)*
.231(1.972)*
.246(1.894)*
-.191(1.173)
.350(2.196)*

-.005(-1.730)*
.004(.142)
.082(1.750)
.048(.912)
-.004(-1.132)
.080(2.243)*
.033(.633)
.199(3.659)***
.001(.179)
.009(.217)
.176(2.859)**
.191(3.073)**
.004(.994)
.054(1.208)
.112(1.713)
.148(2.230)*

-.004(-1.375)
.045(1.507)
.019(.425)
.121(2.649)**
.001(.196)
-.027(-.700)
.154(2.717)**
.130(2.264)*
.001(.393)
.013(.353)
.055(1.020)
.059(1.069)

377.202
202
1.867
.000
.944
.066

1884.592
798
2.36
.000
.900
.082

Notes:
*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.010; * p < 0.050; † p < 0.100
Coefficients are reported with t-value in parentheses
Social Alliance Management Routines = SMAR; SARBM = Social Alliance Relationship-Building Motive; SABEM = Social Alliance
Benefits-Exploiting Motive; Social Alliance Performance = SAP; Mutual Trust = MT; Relational Embeddedness = RE; Relational
Commitment = RC
Indirect Effect: SMAR  MT  Social Alliance Performance: Sobel Test (z = 3.000**, p-value = .003)
Indirect Effect: SMAR  RE  Social Alliance Performance: Sobel Test (z = 2.433*, p-value = .014)
Indirect Effect: SMAR  RC  Social Alliance Performance: Sobel Test (z = 2.624**, p-value =.009)
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EndNote

i

We recognize that SAs can be broadly defined by including all types of cross-sector alliance between firms and
organizations in other sectors, such as firm-government and firm-nongovernmental organization collaborations
(Arya and Salk, 2006; Selsky and Parker, 2005
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